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Abstract - The use of technology for environment and
management has given way to increasing interest in the
design and implementation of Wireless sensor networks
(WSNs) in recent era. They are conquered with many
challenging problems and inferences such as energy
utilization, network lifetime and delivery of data within
time frame need to be addressed while performing
routing techniques, the tiny sensor nodes are battery
operated and randomly deployed in harsh environment.
To achieves the entire core challenges of the network
operations. A new Energy-Efficient Delay–Aware LifetimeBalancing (EDAL) protocol facilitates the reliable routing
scheme for WSNs using centralized and distributed
heuristic based on the tabu search and ant colony status
gossiping routing techniques. An extensive simulation
studies to rigorously evaluate the performance of
proposed algorithms C-EDAL and D-EDAL using MATLAB.
The simulation results shows that the heuristic approach
reduces its computational overhead, scalability and
efficient for large scale networks.

or manually over a particular region of interest. Once the
nodes are deployed, they have the ability to organize
themselves into a wireless network and collaborate with
each other to sense and get the information from the
environment, perform data processing, aggregate the data,
and send them to the BS [2]. The BS is a node with high
capabilities and unlimited power that acts as a gateway to
other networks. Many sensing applications share in common
that their source nodes deliver packets to sink nodes via
multiple hops, this leads to the problem on how to find
routes that enable all packets to be delivered within required
time frames, and simultaneously taking into account factors
such as energy efficiency and load balancing
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1. INTRODUCTION
In recent years, wireless sensor networks are considered
among the most interesting technologies in the
communication and networking field. It has received
tremendous attention from academia and industry all over
the world. A WSN typically consists of a more number of
multifunctional, low-power and low-cost sensor nodes, with
different sensing range, computation and wireless
communication capabilities. And communicates over a short
distance through wireless medium and collaborate to
accomplish a common task, for example, military
surveillance, industrial process control, environment
monitoring, structural monitoring, and scientific
observation. The basic philosophy behind WSNs is the
capability of each individual sensor node is limited resource,
the aggregate power of the entire network is sufficient for
the required mission [1].
WSN may contain one or more base stations (BS) and
hundreds of sensor nodes that are deployed either randomly
© 2015, IRJET.NET- All Rights Reserved

Fig-1: wireless sensor network
Depending on various applications, the sensor network is
studied in homogeneous mode or may be in
heterogeneous mode. Usually in homogeneous network,
all the sensor nodes are considered to have similar
physical and networking properties where in
heterogeneous network, all the sensor nodes are
considered to have multiple perceptive properties. Also,
sensor networks are usually distributed in nature where
sensor nodes are placed in short range communication
range along with different computational capabilities.
Hence, sensor nodes can be distributed either uniformly
or in randomly. A base station is decided based on the
application, where sometimes the base station is either
deployed on the center of the distributed region or in
some other specific location depending on the needs of
applications [3].
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2. EDAL ALGORITHM DESIGN

(7)

The EDAL protocol is proposing to achieve the entire core
challenges of the sensor network, the OVR problem is
analyzed and centralized and distributed heuristic
algorithms are developed

Table-1: Notations of EDAL
N
M
E
K
L
Emax
Ts
Pkp
lij
qij
cij
tij
ei
li
d
ti

2.1 Mathematical Model
There are N sensor nodes deployed randomly, which are
modeled by a connectivity graph of G = (V, E), where E
represents wireless links between nodes. Each link is
assumed to be directional, and associated with a metric q
indicating its link quality. In the sensing tasks performance,
there are M nodes selected as sources. All packets must be
sent to the sink within a required time deadline of d. function
of the delivery tasks is aiming that all packets need to be
delivered with the minimum total cost. A list notations used
is as shown in Table1. Based on these notations, each link lij Є
E and each route k, then xijk as
(1)
Next initialize cij for links with appropriate values. If the link
quality is poor then the link cost should be proportionally
higher. And also to meet our objective of lifetime balancing,
higher weight to be assigned to those links connecting nodes
with less remaining energy, therefore such links will be less
frequently selected by the algorithm. Based on these criteria,
developing the following formula to assign cij with values

Where the objective of the equation (4) is to minimize the
total communication cost, and if two approaches lead to the
same cost, then one with lesser number of participation
nodes should be selected. The equations (5), (6) and (7)
ensures the functions such as



(2)


Where,
(3)
The Equation 3 defines for computing the remaining energy
level of node i. and the ceiling value is computed to
differentiate fully energy depletion and almost energy
depletion. Combination of Equation 3 and 4 ensure that
those nodes with less remaining energy or poor
communication links will have a lower chance of being
selected as forwarders. Then formulation of optimization
objective, which is delivering all packets to the destination
under the constraint that no packet has violated the time
deadline such as follows.

(4)
(5)
(6)
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Total number of nodes
Total number of source nodes
Total number of links
Total number of routes
Maximum level of node energy
Total energy of each node
The transmission power of node in type s
The pth packet transmitting on path k
The link connecting node i and j
The link quality of the link lij
The weight of the link lij
The time for transmitting a packet over lij
The current remaining energy of node i
The current energy level of node i
The delay requirement of packet
The processing time on node i

All routes must end at the sink.
The number of routes incoming a node should be
the same as the number of routes outgoing, if the
node is not located at the beginning of a route.
The time for the packets being transmitted on the
routes should not violate packet delay
requirements.

2.2 Analysis of Open Vehicle Routing Problem
In this section we prove that the mentioned formulation is
NP-hard.
Theorem 1: The problem of finding the minimum cost
routes to deliver packets within their deadlines.
Proof: To prove this timidity, we have to select a known NP
hard problem and certify that in polynomial measures, it can
be reduced to our problem. The article NP-hard problem we
select is the open vehicle routing problem with time
deadlines (OVRP-TD), which is a contrary of vehicle routing
problem with time windows (VRPTW). The problem aims to
find the minimum cost routes from one point to a set of
scattered points and has been proven as NP-hard. Formally,
the problem is defined as follows, A graph G = (V, E) with n
+ 1 vertices V and a set of edges E. Let V contain 1 depot
node and n customer nodes that need to be served within
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specified time frames. Each edge in E has a nonnegative
weight, dij , and a travel time trij . Partially, trij includes the
service 4 time on node i, which we denote as ts i and the
transportation time from node i to node j, which we denote
as tlij, The objective is to minimize the total travel cost with
the involvement of smallest number of vehicles.
Then now show that OVRP-TD can be reduced to our
problem within polynomial steps. The graph G in OVRP-TD
can be easily transformed to a corresponding sensor
network topology by representing vertices with sensor
nodes. The depot corresponds to the sink node or base
station, and the customers correspond to the source nodes.
The cost of the edges dij is a little tricky to handle,
Specifically, To solve Equation (2) by adjusting the values of
li, lj , or the link quality q conveniently. On the other hand,
although, the link quality q is actually determined since it is
related to the transmission time from i to j. then given tlij as a
known parameter in the OVRP-TD formulation, and obtain
the appropriate value of q by enforcing that t ij=qij (in WSN
formulation) = tlij (in OVRP-TD formulation). Memorize that
tij is the minimum transmission time of a packet over link lij,
when links are unreliable then multiple transmissions are
needed to achieve reliable delivery of data. Because each
transmission is absolute, the expected number of
transmission rounds is 1=qij. Therefore, the total
transmission time is tij=qij. Since tij is a steady parameter
depending on the radio hardware and bandwidth, we can
decide appropriate qij for each link from tlij . After that, we
can able to obtain the appropriate l i(j) values according to
Equation (3). We have transformed OVRP-TD to a special
case of EDAL problem formulation in polynomial steps.
Given that OVRP-TD is NP hard, the problem defined by
EDAL must also be NP-hard

2.3 Centralized Heuristics
Heuristic solutions are proposed to reduce computational
overhead such as energy consumption, delay and increase in
the network lifetime. In this section, a centralized metaheuristic employs tabu search to find approximate solutions.
And assume that M nodes have been selected as sources at
the beginning of each data collection period. The heuristic
algorithm consists of two phases: route construction, which
finds an initial feasible route solution, and route
optimization, which improves the initial results using the
tabu-search optimization technique.
In the route construction phase algorithm, present a
heuristic algorithm based on the revised push forward
insertion (RPFIH) method. The original push forward
insertion algorithm is modified to fit the needs of wireless
sensor network. At the beginning of RPFIH, for each node,
the minimum-cost path to the sink is found. RPFIH then finds
the node that has the largest path cost to the sink and
incrementally selects candidate nodes with the lowest
additional insertion cost. For each candidate node, RPFIH
© 2015, IRJET.NET- All Rights Reserved

also checks its feasibility by making sure that the overall
delay requirement is met. If no candidate node can
guarantee the delay, RPFIH initializes a new route with the
node that has the largest path cost to the sink in the
remaining sources and repeats this process until all sources
are connected with the sink. Finally, RPFIH generates a set of
found routes as the final output.

2.4 Distributed Heuristics
The problem with the centralized heuristic algorithm of
EDAL is that it requires information to be collected from
each node to a centralized one. In distributed sensor
networks, this step will typically incur additional overhead.
Therefore, it is usually desirable to distribute the algorithm
computation into individual nodes. In this section, develop a
distributed heuristics algorithm for EDAL, where at the
beginning of each period, each source node independently
chooses the most energy-efficient route to forward packets
The algorithm is based on the ant colony optimization and
geographic forwarding. It consists of two phases: status
gossiping and route construction. In the status gossiping
phase, each source node sends forward ants spreading its
current status, including its remaining energy level, toward
its neighbor source nodes within H hops. Meanwhile, the
status data of nearby nodes is collected by each source node
with the received backward ants. During the gossip phase,
the ants are forwarded with a modified geographic
forwarding routing protocol, which chooses the node with
the maximum remaining energy while making geographical
progress toward the destination as the next hop. Once a node
collects status information of all its nearby sources, it enters
the route construction phase and runs minimum distance
routing algorithm based on collected nearby neighbor status
and the estimation of node status outside the immediate
neighborhood.

2.5 Performance Metrics
The following parameters are measured in the EDAL
protocol
2.5.1. Route Discovery Time
Route Discovery Time is used to find out the time taken for
the control packet to go from the source node to destination
node and then back from the destination node to source
node. The Route discovery time is given by the formula
RDT=tstop -tstart

(8)

tstart =Time at which RREQ is sent
tstop =Time at which RRPLY is received
2.5.2. Number of Hops
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Number of Hops is defined as the number of intermediate
nodes between the source nodes to destination node.
2.5.3. Energy
The Energy of the route is used find out the total energy
consumed over the entire route. The energy consumption is
computed by using the following formula

3.1. Centralized EDAL
Fig.2 shows the x axis and y axis as the x position and y
positions of nodes in the network. The nodes belonging to
different clusters are representing in a different colors and
base station is located at the centre.

(9)
Where
l=number of links
Eci=Energy consumption of ith node
The Energy Consumption between two nodes is given by
(10)
Where
ETx= Energy required for Transmission
Egen= Energy required for packet generation
d= distance between two nodes
=Attenuation factor (
)
2.5.4. Number of Dead Nodes
Number of Dead Nodes is defined as the set of nodes whose
battery energy is less than the threshold.

Fig-2: Cluster formation and node deployment

2.5.5. Number of Alive Nodes
Number of Alive Nodes is defined as the set of Nodes which
is defined by
Nalive=Tnodes-Ndead
Where
Tnodes= Total number of nodes in the network
Ndead=Number of dead nodes
Nalive= Number of Alive nodes

(11)

2.5.6. Network Lifetime
Network Lifetime is a time duration at which the first dead
node occurs in the network

Fig-3: Cost of the best intensified route
Fig.3 shows the minimum cost of the best intensified route
after route optimization technique is adopted in the
centralized EDAL, it is the most effective minimum cost route

3. RESULTS
The centralized and distributed EDAL is simulated using
MATLAB tool We constructed a simulation scenario for
centralized EDAL that uses four clusters and each cluster has
8,9,10 and 12 number of nodes respectively, created base
station (BS) at the centre of all cluster and given the source
node as the node ID 7, destination node as the node ID 34 as
shown in the Fig.2
© 2015, IRJET.NET- All Rights Reserved

3.2 Distributed EDAL
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The future work could be extended by conducting a
experiments on centralized and distributed EDAL protocol in
a hardware testbed for WSNs this will allows to evaluating
the protocol’s performance in a more realistic environment
and able to check the efficiency of real sensors. And also
make the technique more efficient in terms of throughput
and packet delivery ratio.
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Fig- 4: Energy level status gossiping
Fig.4 shows the each cluster heads collects the information
about the energy levels of all nodes in that particular cluster

Fig-5: Best route from source to destination
Fig.6 shows the best route from source to destination by
considering the energy efficiency, end to end delay.

4. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In this work, we propose EDAL an Energy-efficient DelayAware Lifetime-balancing protocol for data collection in
wireless sensor networks which is promoted by flourishing
techniques developed for open vehicle routing problems
with time deadlines (OVRP-TD). The aim of EDAL is to
generate routes that connect all source nodes with minimal
total path cost, under the constraints of energy efficiency,
packet delay and lifetime balancing requirement and dispute
that the problem formulated by EDAL is NP-hard. Therefore,
we develop a centralized heuristic to reduce its
computational complexity. Beyond that, a distributed
heuristic is also developed to further decrease computation
overhead for large scale network operations using MATLAB
simulation and observed that simulation results of EDAL
with baseline protocols achieves significant increase in
energy efficiency and network lifetime without violating the
packet delay constraints.
© 2015, IRJET.NET- All Rights Reserved
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